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POLITICAL ADVERTISING EFFECTS ON .VOTERS AND cmamq

In the past decade ciolltical candidates have increasingly - relied en

.;television advertisint as the primary means of communicating
,
with the

electorate. There 'is liftle precise evidence regarding. the impact -of

these paid messages on the voter, however. This paper presents a model

of political advertising effects and describes findings and conclusions

based on survey investigations recently published in Public Opinion Quar-
-

, . . . .

terIy (Atkin °and Heald; 1976; Atkin, BOwen, Nayman and Sheinkopf, 1973).

In addition, the paper reports new.data. concerning the role of these

voter-oriented ads i socializing childrento the politiddl environment.

Political ads' are typically disseminated during the final two -to -six

.weeks, of an election campaign. The impact is jointly determined by an- inter-
.

action between the qualitative and quantitative nature of the adver-
t

tising messages and the affective predisposition's of the receivers

the audience. The advertisements are designed to move the sponsoring

candidate's image toward the positive extreme of an implicit evaluative

continuum in the voter's mind- (and/or move, the opponent in a negative

ditection), and to translate this internal prSerelice into overt behaVior

. _

at the polls, The voter's objective is to distinguish between competing

candidates and for a preferential ranking consistent with his existing

. .

attitudinal structure, and:to decide whether to 'vote on elettion day.

°
.

, , '
. ,, ,.

. -4'.' . 4.-,AttitUdeV:. Specific attitude tOwarda4aliilidate: is a hultipliotiVe
,

-. ..
attitude

-; , , , ' ''''*,W'-: . .-
-,,-

. , k'ir

,,product of three, key elements'f'--(a). the voter s value's regarding. ideal
,.

-4.., .
. ,,

's- ... .
,, re_

ii.4.Fional, akrAktitesk-4cf an office -hplderqopipeteTiee, trustworthYness,
,,,

,,,._, ..- 4

race, regibn) and ideological :orientations vilfard othr relevant politi-
1 -I,' - - : -:,-

',-,

., ,941.'0 idIct,(Paiitr,,'issues, Apoeri. ) , (b ) the agenda'.6Silefie:Wrioritie* 7

,

Na
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among these attributes and objects in the campaign context, and (c) the

.

. kriowledge'andleliefs linking the candidate toSthe attributes andollje").-`
.. \ .5

Since these :elements are multiplied, all th e must have a noh-zero valued'

_,--1-----'
. befdre attitudinal effects are produced.

.

.

Personal values and ideology aredeveloped.slowly over a period of: _

)

yeard as the individual is exposed to social, culturlf% and media influ-
.

Q,

ences. Since most of\ .

these predispositions are firmly established and t
5. \d . .

.

stable, political advertising is not likely to change them signifiC6ntly;

the direct impact of ads occurs primarily at the cognitive level.. Aiver-;

tising an be effective in creating or changing knowledge /belief, linkages

0

, 4and in altering the relative salience of the object/attribute criteria
.

8for judging the candidate. These altered. cognitions then combine with

the affective predispositions'to trigger indirect, change in. candidate.

attitude.

It is clear frow thismodel That' the same idvertising carihave both

positive and.negative attitudinal consequences, depending on who is-re-

ceiving the message. The pragmaticallysobhieicated 'advertisinestra-

tegist will attempt to establish linkages between the 6andidate'and,

.

thdse persOnal qualities and ideologica sXtions favored bli a sub- :,
- 5,6

. .. . - .

stantial majority of the 'tame audience. ,Since some Ica, these asSocia-

NA

I

tigns will not -be favdiebly viewed by soMeovoters'reachedty the,adVer-

tising co nterproductive antagonis icreslionses le inevitable.

ehevior. Thy voting turnout decision. -i1S determinea by a'numbe of

* - A

factors, inclUdlmg campaign interest, candidate. attitude discrepancy

between canaidates and ci zen duty,norms« Advertising can directly,
r

(,

,,-
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tly-666tribute to each.of these Variables, althOugh the fect;may

not, necessarily be in the direction of increased turnout.

A hypothetical example of these various types.of influence can be,4

drawn from the upcoming presidential contest. Jimmy,Carter'l advertisim...,4

might attempt to produce afflore-favorabli-iffailie by claiming that he is

sincere and administratively experienced.(these are universally valued

personal attributes of a president; if a voter believes messages linking

a candidate to such.subjective qualities, positive affective movement

should result), and by portraying him as'aconatantly smiling Southerner

(presidential characteristicspositively valued .by some and negatively,

valued by others; voters should readily attain' knowledge ,about these ob-.,

jective attribUtes but change attitudinally, in. a positive or negative

. directionlaccording to their value system).

/
Other Carter ads might be designed to move,Ford's at tude in a negative

.

direction by contending that Ford is responsible for unemp oyment.(this
o

is a universally disliked issue;.if voters can be convinged to-believe.
(

.

-..

that. Ford is associated with high unetployment, negative.att tudin4,,,fiovi-
. . (

tent should result), and by etphasizing-and focusing ;attentio on.the.im-
. .

4 . ..e'' .,-, . N .,.....; . . .

portance of the Nixon pardon (an ideological object toward whit the major-
,.

. .

'''' ;
"

.

i
A
ty of the eleCtorate has a negative orientation and already ass ciate with

. , .
. .

.
. .

,Ford;" if elevated 'in salience to the highestloribrity in' the, vote ' think,
.......

..
. , .

l og, hN negative change.shouleoccir for.FOrdattitUde and'relilii e prer
..-

0.,.. ference Or Carter'should..inciease). "Another Carter: advertising,st ategy
s- -,

-,

might be to increase, 'turnout behavior by retinini'voters to go to the

'Polisapi-heighteninethe tense.oCcitizeeduty '40.6pd- shOuicijoe:m4'
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co. .

likely toict upon their internalized preferences that tend to favor Carter).-
-

To the extent that the previously disclassed image changes_move Carter atti-

tude toward-the-extreme-OrWiden the discrepancy between the attitudes to--

ward each candidate, greater., turnout should also result.

s

Although the overall model of advertising. effects has not bedn tested-,

evidence from three research 'studies bears on:important comaments: know-

ledge effects, salience effeCts, liking effects, preference effects, in-

!,

teres't effects, and-turnout effects. In addition, there are findings per-
,

taining to an important pre- requisite for advertising impact, exposure

andattention to the messages. 1
Data Case. The evidence stiMmarized.in this section of the paper is

drawn from three survey investigations directed by the author. ' ,In oneI,

pair'of studies, interviews were conducted wiqhrepresentative samples

of 262 Wisconsin iotersand 250'Colorado voters'during the final days of

-
the 1970'gubernatorial-campaigns in each state. ,In the othdrsurvey, 323

Michigan voters were interviewed about a congressional race in the 1974

campaign.. Each investigation used a 15'- minute survey instrument to mea-
,

.,sure patterns of voter reception and response to television advertising
..

, .

- w
' for the competing candidates: Ludey vs',.' Olson for Wisconsin governor,

--"------ ',Love vs. Hogan for Colorado govevior, and Carp vs. TaylorPformidrMichigan
) .,"v=

, -
",...

oagressman.;:For each ffh ing desdribedtbelow, an' accompanying code of
.

---s--
,. ...

. . -4:. .

14 (Wisconsin), tolorad ) or M (Michigan) will refer to-.the election
. v ,

,
. ..,4i?". . ..

...
;'wherelhedita were gath red,. .

s.
. , .

:
:

-..4...
4 '

. .

60 ...

txposure and atten± '/an to political' ads .1x4 Averaging across the absi......

Vamditaida stUdied,,90 of the moters.rport seeing televised, political.

46

4,

.

.31
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:advertiiiiii-(W -C-10. This rate of penetration is higher than for any other

form ofpolitical stimuli in the mass media. Frequency of exposure (number

/ of ads noticed) is primarily influenced by accessibility factors ! heavy

TV Viewdrs see more political ads than light, viewers, and the candidate-

presenting relatively more commercials than his opponent achieverchieves a higher

amount of exposure (W-C-P1).

Exposed voters were also asked how much attention-they.paid to candi-
9i

date ads.' On the average, 28% say they devote "close attention", 40%.,re-

'port giving "some attention" and the rest fall in the "little attention"

-categor Unlike.raw-ekposure, attentiveness Isn't related

//
0

..-,

frequency of advertisement prpentatioNer amount of Voter viewing;
//

it is

largely a function of the entertaihment quality-of the messages and the

political predispositions of the receivers. Those who feel that a candi-
----

date,'s advertising is entertaining pay much mdre attention; particularly
'..

uncommittedvoters (W-C). Although most partisan voters are equally atten-

tive (or inattentive) to each contestant's TV ads, -those partisans with .

unbalanced attention patterns display, a strong tendehcy to _selectively

attend ads for their preferred candidate (W-C)., Voters who are interested

in thecampaign give moderatelrmore attention to ads fqr both. candidates

(W .C-M). The strongest predictor of attentiveness is "information-seeking

mode," a measure of syhy.the ,voter watches political advertiSing. The half'

of the *respondents who are unintentionally ,exposeds(e4ying they, watch
,. , .. .

. , ', , '- " . -.
because the-ade'are prominently available andkhard,tO escape) pay little:

.

.- . , -
. . , ,

.:

atteption vhile those citing positive informational reasons for viewing
.

devote much closer attention (W-C-M). Demographic characteristiCe such as



,

education; occupation,,age, and sex are only 'Weakly related to attentiveness,

(W -C).

Active avoidance of candidate advertising is reported by only one-tenth
a

of the same) 1 most avoiders are motivated more,by boredom rather than par-
.

tisan defensiveness (W-C):

Knowledge effects. Two - thirds= of the voters perceive that they learn

something about each candidate's qualifications for office, and more than

half say they gaina greater understanding about. candidate positions on

Vt

major issues. There is less self-reported impact on, the personality dimen.---4,_

sion, as two-fifths say they become better acquainted with each candidate

as a person (W-C). The entertainment value of the commercials is most

closely related to these learning items (W-C). In one survey, knowledge

was objectively measured by recall of candidate names and identificatiOn

, of their issue positions; this is moderately related to TV advertising

viewing (M).

Salience-effects. There is a mild iMPact of advertising on voter prior-

ities among candidate attributes and-campaign issues. TOose highly exposed

to TV ads are somewhat more likely to perceive the importance of issues

'and attributes most,heavilY emphasized in commercials.(M). it is signifi-
. 0

Cant to note that-viewing of political ads is not related to perceived im-
.1

portance of'other conventional, issues tAt4aren't mentioned in the adveiw

,

tising campaigns.
,

.. , , .
.

...Personal liking effects. Attraction toward ax individual candidate as
-r--------7-..-

4 . ,

a person, aside from ideologi al considerations, is somewhat_influehced by
. - .

.
. .

TV advertising: .both frequency of exposure and degree of attention to a
-

.
.

o
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-candidate's ads mildly relates to personal affective orientation toward
.

the candidate (M).

Preference effects. In the gubernatorial surveys, three-fourths of

thevbters indicated that they had decided on a candidate before the ad-

vertising campaign"began. For these persods,-the advertising can poten

tially have a reinforcement or An erosion effect: According to self-,

reports, oneAthird of this group feel that ads for their preferred can-

.

didate "strengthened your intention to vote for him" while-a handful say
,V

that ads served to weaken their preference. On the other hand, ore -fourt

of these voters

.stiffened their

report that the non-preferred cand.qates commercials

Oppositidn to him, and odertenth say that the competing
*..;:

Ads increased.their preference for hilt' (the rest of the early deciders

say that ads have no perceptible impact). Several factors are crosely
. .

associated with favorable shifts in voting intention:- entertainment value

of the adi, information- seeking motivation for viewing', level of attention,

and information-gain (W-C).

Among those taking up their mind ,during thea ertising campaign' periods

three-fifths indicate that their chosen candidates Commercials "helped,

__yod in making your decision to vote for him".',Half oftheseaitardeciders

also report that the undhoSen.cendidateswads,'Are helpful in deriding not

to support him (W-C).

Interest effects. It was reported earlier that attention to TV ads

related positively to interest in the campaign.`-While this relationship

may be partially due to'ireviously interested voters seeking out 810selY .

attending ads tjeast a modest contribution of advertising, to ,interest

tan ,alsd-be. inferred.
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Turnout effects. According to introspective reports, one-seventh of

thq voters inaidate that political ads teha to "increase the likelihood

that you'fill go out ana vote on electionday",W-C). This suggests

that a candidate'p acts may have a limited activation effect on, some po-

tential supporters who might not otherwise bother to turn out.

Other influences on voters. Obviously, television ads are not-the only

communication messages reaching the voter dAring an election campaign.

The electorate is exposed to newspaper articles and editorials, tele-
,

vision news and, documentaries, informal'ebnversations, and direct con-

tact by candidates and campaign workers. In the congressional campaign

survey, indices were

terpersonal exposure.
. .

is more strongly correlated with-advertising viewi g than with exposure

to news or interpersonal ssages; salience priorities are related to an
.

created to represent overall:news exposure and in-
, , 4

Knowledge of_the candidates and their poSitions

equal extent with news andadvertiang,,but interp rsonal_comunicatiOn

-` -

Each faCtor is correlated with ipterest to a similar
/.

is 1incorrelated.

degree (M).
4

.
. . ,

/
In this study, thd contingent relationship -between, advertising expo-

/

.

A .

t

/ sure and the knowledge, salience,-interest, and liking variables was

' t .
4

examined at'high and low levels of exposure to non-adveriiSiiig messages
. ,

and at high and low levels of pre-campaign familiarity', with the canal-

In general,general, somewhat stronger correlations are found for those

_voters who were inattentive to other campaign cpmmuni ations or those

who were least well informed prior to the-campaign-M.

. Summary and. Discussion. -Saturation ,Ielevision adve

dateS.
. ,

icing during an,
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election campaign is noticed by almost all voters, and.most pay some atten-

'tion to the messages: These'ads have strong direct cognitive effects on

voters' knowledge and beliefs about candidate attributes and issuetposi-

tions. -There is a mild- tendency-for' attributes and issues emphasized in

advertising to cause re-ordering_of agenda saliences 'among decisional

criteria.' Substantial attitude creation and change- can be traced to,ad-
.

vertising influences; the effect is primarily indirect as cognitive learn-
.

ing combines with basic affectiye predispositions. Depending on the

values and ideological orientations of the voter, changes in beliefs and

saliences may be translated into either positive or negative attitudinal

movement. To a limited extent, political ads also stimulate campaign

interest and tend to heighten turnout-on election day4

It is-apparent that a relatively greater frdquency of message presentatitin

leads to a relatively' greater frequency of exposure, but not to a greater

level of attention. Qualitative characteiisticsof the advertisements,

such as their entertainment value, may be more important in Se-during an

attentive audiAnce. The role of this type of variable should be more

fl

fuliy_exemined in futPre-inVestigations:

The spot ad tends to overcome:the barrier of prediiipositional Selec-
t

tivity. Sheer availability overwhelmed any partisan defenses at the

exposure level of message reception,, and only a small minority of the

voters ga4g,cioser attention to -dial, favored candidate's ads or selec-
,

/
tively'avoided the oppositionApandidate's ads, 'lost partisans are apPar7

ently willingto give the'other side a hearing, but this exposure to

opposition'messages does, not, mean uncritical acceptance' of themateriaL'

offered
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0.

.

Canaidate qualifications andpsue,stands seem to be the content mdst °

snidely learned from these political ads. The finding that ,the personal

dimension was least affected while "hard" information was acquired.;,by a

. -.,:
e

... majOrity of the viewers is , inconsistent with much of the critical commen-
.. °

.

tart' scoring political adverising as.an image-oriented and uninformative
Ni

Ameans of influencing voters.
\ =

' -

The qualityof attention, is much mere strongly related to learning
J'

than'the quantity of exposure.' Entertainmnt value of a candidate's ads

also appears to contribute toincreases in knowledge. -I

. ,. The evidence shows that TV spots may be a contributing factor in the.
t

'

decision-making process of thdse voters who make up'their minds during
\

the campaign period. More than half of thiS group said thatIoOl4ticalo,
-

...

. \ ;$
w

ads for both the chosen and the unchosen

:

candidate's helped them arriim at..
1 A,r...

their decision. In addition, many of the partisans who had decided be-

fore the campaign began reported that they were reinforced in their de-
.

cision by the ads.

The finding that voters make use of the unchosen,canaidate's messages

suggests-ft counterproductive liability in the:spot advertising approach:

-the same ads that ss,erve to strenethen the coMmitMent of the party faith-,
S

. . c-.
4 ful may simuitaneouslyoffend voters who.are slightly in favor.of the

:

. . . . 4 . . ..
%. ... . . .

. - opponent and motivate them to Move further,away from the aavertised can

t .idate: ; ,

0,

. ,

,

-This tendency, to react to ads of both candidates can be interpreted.
,

. ;:

as ovidence of a pdsitiVe -function. of, .campaign advertising. Ille frequent
.11

.3P*<_Pposition of the two ; :se,ts of spot ads provideSvieVerawith an
- -,.....
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o

opporrity to delineate 'the difference's between the two candidates along

a variety of attributes.
. .

.

Examination ofnon-advdrtising influetces on voting shows'that news

and interpersonal messages attain A lower rate of expovrecanclhave_le.ss

overall impact on cognitive responses.' FurtherMore, those voters with

few prior or concurrent informational inputs learn he most from adver-A

.4

It

t

/
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maticAL ADVERTISING EFFECTS ON VOTERS AND 'CHILDREN: PART TWO

CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING AND POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

.
-

While many studies have demonstrated that children learn a wide range

of behavior from wataing television, little research attention has focused

on the role of TV in political socialization. Recent research vindicates

informa*ional programming can _have, important consequences for the,

child's development of cognitive and affective orientations toward poli-

-ace.). actors, issues, and institticions, This study extends the analysis

to advertising messages, examining the impact of political catpaign com-

einercials on yolthful audiences.

Since televised political advertising intrusively presents signified

and concrete information in an entertaining style with frequent repetition,
-3-

it is reasonable to expect that children may acquire knowledge and. develop

attitudes about the candidates featured in the commercials,: Thus, peri

odic ivertising campaigns may make a significant contribution to child-
,

ren's basic political learning.
,

4, 1c ,
I.,

-There is'an increasing body of evidence demonstrating that similar ,

, .

forms of non-political television advertising has a major impact on child--,
.i, .

rents consumer socialization .(Ward, 1971; Atkin, 1975). Both)roduct
°

comMercials'and public service announcements designed for adults have
0, . ,

.

substantial effect's-On knowledge, attitudes,-.and behavior patterns Of
...

. .
s

.-young.viewers.

.1.

Political Socialization. Political socialization is a'developmental

process by' -which chile.ren and-adolescents 'acquire cognitions, attitudes
r

C

P:
' and behaviors relating to th4r political environmentAHym air, 1959;..Lang-

.

1. ton, 1969). Several soCi etal "'agents have been identified, as transmitters

,s

'
4-12-

1 14



of political orientations to the younger generation, especially parents and

schools.

,Early political socialization research focused nlarrowly Rn the family
.

' 4

as the,major agent Of political learning. The familrenvi-.,onment appears

to play an important role in the development of certain political variables

such as party identification,,knowledge, narticipation, and efficacy (Hyman,

1959; Greenstein, 1965; Chaffee, McLeod and Wackman, 1973). Nevertheless,

recent scholars have presented evidence which indicates that the.potency

of parental influence is overra ed, particularly regarding the transmis-

' sion of partisan attitudes and opinions across,oepgrations (Hess and Tor-
I

neyf 1967 Connell, 19725,

The second Major agent of soaialization examined in the research lit-
-

erature has been the school.. According to Hess and Torney (1961)' the ele-

mentary school plays a crucial role in teaching conceptions,Thea,14,s4 and

1

.attitudes a bout°the operation of the political system. However, Langton

(1969) reports compelling evidence that formal "civics" training in the

secondary schoOl has a minimaiimpadt on most socialization inaices.

Media Effects. Until the 1970smost researchers did not consider the
'

mass media as a.potential agent of political ' socialization. Hbwever, re-

cent Studies of-children's Mass media usagd patterns demonstrate a consi-
-;-, , .

,

derable amount of exposure to politically relevantinformation; especially
- /

,

in older age groupsi-.(lyle and,Hoffman,-1972i Hawkins, Piniree and Roberts, ..

. -

.. , .. ,

' ...

1976; Atkin, 19116). ,..
. .

. .
.

.

. . ,
.

...........

To examine.the consequenceteot mass media expospre, Chaffee, Ward and ,

, ,. . d

TiPton.(1010),administered questionnaires to 1300 adolescents ip both May

. = .

iirld 'November-of the 1968 presidential campaign. They 'found that public-
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I

affairs media exposure, was correlated moderately with level of political

knowledge at each point in time. Examining cross-lagged correlations
4 4

across the six-month period, they discovered that public affairs media

.

k

use in,May correlated +:33 with November political knowledge;,this.ex-
-,

.

y

cepdedboth the opposite time-order relationship and a "baselineu'figure

representing chance association, indicaiig a causal influetce /

Atkin and Gantz (1970 conducted survey interviews with 700 elemen-

tary school children to deterinine the impact of news viewing. Political

knowledge, Measured by Items asking

Nixon, Ford;.Kissinger), Cities and

foridentifibationof leaders (i.e.,

eoountries in the news (i.e.,. Washing-

ton, China, Vietnam) and issues U.e.T4Watergate, POW's, inflation), was
r

mildly associated with news viewing. h*Tartial;correlation for national
4 . .

news viewing was .11.23 among older childrem'and +.03 for the 'younger group.,

Saturday Morning news

+.06 for the clinger

race and abilit0.
-

eXposure ,correlat d +.12 for-the older group and
4.

group (partial correlation controIled,.for grade, sex,

Hawkins, Pineree and Roberts h915i reported that preradolescenis who

,
A

were hea users))of the mass media for(political information in the 1972

.,

....4

campaign displayed substantially. greater knowledge about Watergate the
j i, ,, , - , ,

, --f011Owing taking,' compared- to' less expOsed respondents. in ,a study of

upper !elementary school students, Conway, Stevens and Smith, (1975) showed

,

that exposure to television news, programming was, moderately,associated with
', . q ,f .:0 .0

' f .. . . ( '' '.'
ical. parties, awarenesS'ofperceptions of, policy differences between po

4 .,
law= making ProcesSn.government, endAnowledge..f governmental 'roles.

(5,
-4+7

,

Dominick 6972
'10asured

self-report
"
perceptiOns.of the role of the

.
,

'F 4 4 q 1 't
... {P

pa p A media; a, v erp t s,90dtrsociaiiz4tiOCag r hihSch- ool
-

. .,... ..:-,

4,
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.

students. The mass media were the ,primaryourced of information, about

z..

I

most
..; \

Court (WO; in each case: te/esn. on was chted most often. \\';
-

Byrne (1969) e).camined eife tive feelings toward gomernme t in a. sur-
Y

% I. ,, 1 , 1 . . ,!.. o
I

0 *

vey of .almost 400 junior an senior ghschool students. He` discovered'
, .,

, I , ,
,.p ,

s .

that adolescents expose primarily; to televis'ion news rather than news-
*4

t

the prgsident (£34V, -vice-preSident 5%)', Congress (59%), and the Supreme

, -111

paper news tended to hinic f avorably about *government in .gener4l'ai, Id to

ceite:government as performing effectively,

4 .).. ,,c)

Po4fical. Advertising. Although this' research'literature Ms been

primarily -limited to news content and to cognitive learning, the findings

/ .
demonstrate the important political effects that :Pare produced by televi-

/ . :

. '., .:sion. An assessment 'of the nature of political advertising-indicates
r . ,

that these commercial messages may also be a significant source of politi-
*.-t .

cal learnin&among children.
..,.

First, political ads1are.designed to,attractAttentiOn from less in-
. ,-. -

volved sectors of the pUblic through the use of generally entertaining
! .

,
. . . ?

1 , -
production techniques and intrusive placement-bittween popular programs. . s ,

*
This increases the probagility thgt children will, view the messages, where-,

. -
. ..

as they might not watch _extended speeches, documentaries, or *articled' in
, -

the pyfint media: Thus, it is mare likely that \tinmo-tiyated children will
,, ..

,

. '....
.

v ie.w *.advertising, messages than extended speeches,, documentaries, or pews. . ; ,.
.....,

'specialt`.,: _ b. -.. :-'',.,.-

. ,.! -
,.,

.. .

-Second, the- substantive content of the ads stypically' straight for-
.

ti

-ward,
)

uncomplicated; and exPli#.0.t, emphasizing' ust one_or twosbasic _ideas.
; : ;PI

This should facflitite acquisi
,,

tion of information by' cdinitively-,un soPtis-

-
, . .

.
4 h.'

4 "7
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., ;.,.

,s4

-fleeted children.
, ,. -

/! " ,).
' Third,'ithe generally attractive visual presentation of the candidate.,

and the positive images'easpclated with his ;candidacy should lead to f4=1
, . -

%..( ,, \ '
. orable,afiettive reactions on-the part' of the child audier.ce. Since young

_ .

71' people haVe few well developed.attitudes ana. values relevant to politics,
.

.1., ,
. .

- . ,N,

defensive negative', responses. are' not, as - 15kely az with adult vesters.

Fourth, political-ads.a;e presertted reptitiveliwithin a short per,'. ,
iod during a campaign. This repetition shoiild produce more exposure, '

alrow more opportunity Tor knowledge gain; and heighten development of
,

(....,..c.

A.. 0
T,positive affec-6abong young viewers. 4

a ,!...j

r...

,,,
'f

f If'
Based on thii rationale, it is hypothesized thet children wh view

political commercials f or a-candidate willAold more knowledge' about that
.

'' . . . . .

-

,candidate and have greaterliking toward .the candidate, compared to those
I

whd are less,exposed to these messages. _p

.
i'. , . z*

Since younger children are at,a more primitive stage of cognitive-de-

- , 4 r . .C. will' V: ,4-velopiiient,:-itlis, expected that they will' -gall, less knowledge from viewing,..;,

.pdlitical adt'than the more capable older children. On the tither\hand
...,,'

.-
.i. i i'i r,' A,--

.-,.. .

'these youngerrthi dren are prediEted to 13-eiiriore -.influenced .along the

affective'diMension than older children, since they ,have ell formed
:,:, ,PIX

O.

-,'4:,. . -4? i1.,: s*,z. ,attittidinal ifirellositionsa..- i -- 1., _.,- ..-
,

,,;, ..,: .
.,.

- - - .
To-test

'f,,, , ,

:--.

i
0 -,,.-.....-,.--.-......

th es:e.

..,'

lypotbet..

ndiaeractua lcampaign condition s *
''.

the

1 .

I
iC hi--

- tian Presidentlai'Prinary Election was seletted, for study. l'he'inyestiga7-
. .... .

,,,,- ,....- -- .;4. . , '''. - :,'.-- --), . ..,,,,,,,,, . .,,.,... - , ,

'.tion'asiesseithe relatio4hip between advertising viewing )mow -,
:, i..;:.,,,,.- . ,, ,:_,,..' ; . -!... . ' a,,, --

,)- A ''' ."' /ledge and' liking in a sample of elementary school childrendfi:,?Insing---

'f

ichigan _ 1,,
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"METHOD

The study employed a simA? survey design to. measure several b*asi

tidal variables9in a five-page questionnaire. On the day after the primary

.

election in :May 1976, ,1.20 students in the third throughsilith grades dom-

r
pleted the instrument' while a research assistant reacr.eacii. itei aloud. for-

.

each of 'the threw major. pretidem;ial priMarycalididat4s ,..

.. e*. : % ,

- questions was Introdl.ided faith the statement, "One of the
.

' ' ' t--
for President is' (Gerald cord /Ronald Reagan /Jimmy Carter)

a separate let of

men whoNis rtining

+I .
de .

ije ha4 harlots*
-.. .' l

i .'

4' of coMniercials on TV in tile last few days. These ads show _his picttre and
. .. ,

. - c,
_ . _ _-:. , .

tell why people should vote for him..."
- ott,

The que5tionnaire measured two predigiOn variables assessing viewing

patterns: frequency 'f adverrising exposure ("How many times.have you'4een

commercials for Ford/Reagan/Carter?") and degree of attention ("When You saw
r

i

1 0

.a commercial 'for 'Ford/Reagan/Carter, did, you watch all ofoit, or some,of 'it,
, ....

,

.,

tinedor none of it'll.). These two measures were then coftibined 0into a multiplica-
.

.

,..-.
...-

.- .
. .

.
,

tive index of .commercial viewing
. : . .

, .)1

The Iwo---'priterion variables ,Were candidate
i

knowledge

elie'hnd affect . To tap,

out each candidate, .:there were items asking which,party ,he repre-

sented gey element of political understanding),-Whichstate the man came
,

frok(since each hailed from a distinctively, different arie of the; country),
".' . .N

*

Ube:01er he had visited :Lansing- recently (Ford 'he'd-made a',7whistle"-stdp aipear-",

anCe),.and Whetherhe,thought the ',government was-,aoing .4 good job" (since .

- -4 '-
-` ircuinlant Fol,,was defending his, - residency' and the other two were ,eophasixe

'aiati=HaShingtOn themes), 4-, pripi3O,Page of the - sumiey _preigned sets" of
'....-

v ..,

...,? s' '1, .-' , . . .:,1-

er and of Reagan, asking -reepondents. to identify his

t'-' 0 s " e#..k. 0 i#,- 16- i4l
..:

1eg, erg (,almost- alll /44arty

three: pictures,. of

name,



-/

-recognize For4's picture). For all of these questions, a res-.

-:3-

) )

g+.
ponse of 4:no. sure. _was available in addition to the mul- ,

tiple-:choice response categories. For scoring purposet:incorrect and

unsure answers were scored as 0 and corrett answers counted as.1; the
,

I/

.."kowledge iitems weresumnied into separate indices for each candidate. The

Washihgton issue, perception question was eliminated from -theindex,beca§se,

:it did not load with the otherknowledge items.
4

. Affect toward each candidate was measured with an item asking. "How,

much do you like Ford/Reagan/Capter?" The scaling ranged'in five Steps',

.):.
from "like very much" to "don't like," scored 5-4-3 -2-1. .0

,
; .-

For purposes of ttatistica1 control, thequestionnaire also tapped'
,

amount of general exposure to national news progiemsalong a four-step
,, . ,

scale from "almost every day" to "almost never") .and frequency of *eel-\
'fic viewing of news stories about the presidential candidates.(from ,"very-

.

t.

often" to "never"J:' These two item's were combined in a multiplicative
, ,,

. ,4 ,.. V.'
. ,

t
index, and used as a control variable to elimihate--the.contribution of

non-adverfising mass media learning about the candidates.
. .

RESULTS , ..
_ 4

1

This section first desdribet the absopte levels of expdsure, and atten
.

=
, ,/,

.._, , ,,

tion to advertising messages. Then the relationship. between viewing and
,..

..

the:, ariterion..lvariables is exlattined,' With age as both' a control and-;con-
,,-

,;

tingen,,-variable, partial correlations controlling for news vieWitiare
,

"f7'' #

alS6'pbeietted.

CommercideVieWino. On the average, students reported seeing 3.$3
tif

- *
merdialifob4erald,Flord -1A ads for Ronald Reagan,- and 3.2 for JiMmy

N-

'



S.

Carter. Among those exposed, most tended closely:V averaging across

the three candidates, 48% of the respOndents said they devoted full atten-
.

tior4 36% paid partial attention,"and 16% gave no attention to the:ads.
.7414.,

Those who watched one candidate's ads also-tended to view commercials for

the othet candidates; the average intercorrelation of the exposure items

is ,t. 38. -

-

,Yiewing and knowledge. Partial'corielations'Were computed between

4

corresponding viewing and knowledge measures for each candidate, con-
-
-:

.
,

trolling for the influence of the child's grade in school. Tabie'4 shows.
. t,e

. t

that the multiplicativ&Andices of overall viewing are correlated +.25

with Fora knowledge, +.13 wiphRedgan knowledge', and +.37 with Carter '-'1
...1 ,-

knowledge; the average correlation. across the
r

three,candidatbe is +.25.

-

When expo-sure to candidate news on teleVision is controlled,
k
these4asso-

: ;
.-

cations drop slighily to an average partial of +.21. 4Frequency-of expo-
/

quie to commercials is related to knowledge somewhat -less strongly thari is

degree of attention, with average correlations. Of +.19 vs. +.26.

\The strength pit association between knowledge. and viewing was,examined
'I F.-

separately for the, younger and oldir subgroups of the sample. 'Th%cop7

``4.t-z

tingent correlations'shOW that studinta'in'the third and fourth grades
. .

appear to learn lest froN advertising than those in the fifth and `'sixth'
-

grades. Averaging-/across,thethree candidat4s,
,,,,

. ..---- ',cp.

Children is +:1? , while there 'is ac association
.

-. ..

4-pendents:

-

Viewing and liking. -Adverti6ing reception 4Wfairly strong

thp eorrelatibn-fqk'yovng _

,

ot.1 +.28 among oldel tes-

Dela-

s with affect toward the candidates. In,Tablf, 1 oyerail viewing. of

4e

Ford commercials ` Cprrk4tes +:45 with 'liking; of .ForZ13- Reagan yiewing, and
) A :

/**
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-

o'e

q
0

%,
liking correlate +.38, and the relatiofiship for Carter is 4-.50.

o a

44,

Aaverage association of +.44"drops slightly to +41 when television news.
viewing is controlled. On the average, frequency of seeing c9mmerIcials

is correlated.+.32 with liking, while attention and liking are cOiTelated
001

+.52.

,

To illustAte the nature of this relationship, Table 2 displays'the

a

C

mean liking of each cafididate at four levels of exposure,; eqUency to his
.

commercials. It can be seen that affect rises steadily as the rate of

exposure increases: across the three candidates, mean liking oP the five-
.

step scale.-Jumps from 1.99 among unexpostd children tol3.65 for, those,see-

.

ing fiye,or:More Commercials: These data can also be' examined in pe.roOn-

V"

tage terms. Excluding, respondents who have no opinion, 33% of thecunex-'
_ ,

-

posed group are positive toward a candidate and. 67% are negative. 'Among
_ ..- . a.-

those seeing one or two ads, 54% are positive and 46% are negative., The
t,a

positive-negative margin Widens to.73%-27% for the group exposedto three

,

or four cohuutrcials, and reaches 91. % -9% among the heavily exposed Children. ,

4. 4 -
' , .

.

Comparing the relationstiorfor older and younger children, there ,is ',
,

4
,

.
.

. .,

a stronger average correlation among third and fOurth grader( (r =Er-101).:s
.,,

,i' . ., --.
,, - /li

than among fifth apd,sixtt graders (r = +; 40) ,

4

..

t-
'14 ...,t

P i° DISCUSSION .0 . d
1 .

0.'
f .-i,

1

The survey investigation' of children's political soCializationduripg,
. ,

.. : / : -..4:., -
i _ -.

an elettionicamp4ign indipates d Candidate-advertising produces,-..both'
. 0 k '

iii . .

. .

cognitivie,and affective impact. First, the ,third thpough.sixth - grade,

.sample was extensively eosed tooliiical advertising messages; they
. .

,.iaW4an avetjage dP,more than eight'adafor the majcis; presideritial Candidates'.
, -
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.

running in primary campaign, and very.few were totally unexPosed.
0

About half of the viewers said they paid. full attention to the ads..
''

The cdrrellationarfevidence shows moderate to strong relationships be-
.... ,.. .. ,

,

, .

tween viewing of political ads and both liking for -the-Oa advertised candi2:
.

,

.
, ,. .,...c.,dates and knowledge about these men: t To test fdr spuriousness of these

A ,,.

. A 6. ' '; ;'...

k' .

isbociatfona,' the age .'of the respondents. and- their -viewing. of news infor-
. . -r. . . ...,

. A ./

mation was controlled; the partial correlations,ranged form 4:42 to 431:, ,41, , . - 't
, .for; knowledge and. from f.36, to +.48 for liking. Considering the problem

/

,of unreliab'measurement with such young resPondents i, the strength,
.

: ..i.

,
. ...

,

association is remarkably high.

. The 'findings area more convincing, due to the consistency of repliOation
#. d4 . ,

.

across the three candidacies studied. ,Since the viewing-affect correla-
, -Ii. 1 ,4

_
.

tions are highly similar for 'Ford, Reagan and Carter,-the generalizability

3

0
teV v4w

of the relationship can be more confidently extrapolated.: There is,pome diver-
1 )1

-. ,, .
'

. .

.
- , ,-sity in the magnitude of viewing-knowledge associatiOns, although ail are

positive.p exteai validity of the investigation is= als;atienithened

-"'7.' bk. the nature of the:-electioti studied: 4.t had'elethents;,iof a_classir,Opre-
. or : -, -4, ,,..

..?..$

sidential campaign .cue to ;the noteriety .of the candidates -, jet clodO.Y. cor-
( .,...

"--%.-'
- --, .->.,

. i- .,, .
. ,,, . .,....,

responded to typicakatatellicte and local timpaigns,I,Lsinde the adver0Sing
. .

- . 44-` ,.; -

..

° :,.4.

.was:fOcused_in' onl4A short period. just before the."election an& ths:quan-

tity and quality, of;:fthe messages was .notAexception61.4,high: Thus,+4.Ve
.1.4t ., .,,l_r c,--d , - fcf,:,'' '' , - , _ ..:`, ',..

.

. ..,
similar learning_mitt '-expe0ed from ssubernatorip.14Or congressional cam-

, ,..1 :' ., .

PAiglig 2 aiici the findings may be -somewhat appli.cabl4 to both ma or (itiaaren--,, . ....

...1":-Ii
,

hUl.Presidential .COnteSts -.-and, minor city connalIcampaigns.

';1
. f , , t.:

. 1 ,_.

'''A.I.thoIgh the -b:kfiariata relationships appear tOt,be func onal,l':-there is

,..:-. -,

,--
...

0
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a

a question concerning the direction of causality. In many mass communica-

tion Studies, correlational data between' exposure and either knowledge or

r 1

affect have been found to be at least-p
,... . --

as- preVioUSly knowledgeable persons seek more media content.pr attitudinally
- -;

redispOSed persons selectively expose themselves to supportive. messages,

, .
'.This',Would'seeM to be ire UnligeliexPlanation in the case of poli-4bcal

ve- rtising, and children, however/ -Young people possess minima, prior know-

ledge about political candidates, and few hive established predispoSitions

that they desire-to reinforce. Furthermore, exposUre to commercials is

more often due to availability and entertainmentqualitYof'the message

rather than motivated by substantive or. ideological content factors. There=

fore, the most tenable inference in the. absence of panel evidence is that ,-

the primfry caudal flow is from viewing to knowledge and liking. Subse

a

quent peaearch can explore this issue more closely with an-over-time design.

71

The'patterrof findings.forexposure frequency vs. attention intensity
,

. . .

shows that the number of seen is less impo ant than the degree

of inrlvement4n the message.- The stronger correlations for the attention"
-,:- ...

4
*--

.

item again demonstrates the 'importance of atracting active intereet,among
. .

.. . -

receivers; mererepetition -of presentation achieves limited response.
,

.
. %.:4

,. , The ;pattern of comparative effects oh children of different ages.is con-
.

sistdnt with theories of child development and political socialization.
" -4

Theitore intellectually capable older children-learned the most knowledge
. , . - . y .,- ;.

,

pep unit of viewing, while the more malleable younger children developed
.

. t 4 -44:4 ''r- g re. .

thetOst pobitive affect during while watching theads.
.,.,_ -1, .

. .

*Mn,concluSion, the evidence suggests that campaign advertising 'directed
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at adult voters may p lay a significant role in spcipalizing children to the

political environment. Commercials have a substantial impact in creating

cognitive awarness and favorable affective feelings far candidates among

young viewers in the television audience.

.. t

`4
A

1.

't
'.. , ;
4, 1 f

, k



TABLE 1-

Partial Cornelations,between-ommeeial Viewing
and Candidate Knowledge and .

t y
, , r. . ',..,Cpmmercial yieving variable: .; .
. .

.. . ._ .

J. .." A'
i

4
e.. . ''' V

P "f
. ' ,r ,- Expos;, 'AttentiOn. Exposure x . .E x Al

A t,

Criterion variable: -. Frequency . .Intenaity Attention TV News

t a -

Ford knowledge +.19 - 4-.21

Reagan knowledge. +.06

Carter knowledge '+.32 +.40 +.37 . +.31'+.31

.

Ford liking +.32 +45 . +.36

Reagan - liking 26 +..44

Carter'liking +..39' .t.65 -+30

Coefficientt in first three coluMns are partfal correlations controlling..
for age of child; entries.in the foUrth column also coritrol for viewing
Of candidates in television neWs programs. The viewing mariablesvere
measured separately for each of the three candidates sp correlations. arer
-cotputed on Measures 'With conirespondini-,referente.- N=120.° -

)
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0

;

TABLE 2

Mean Candid.4te Liking by Frequency of Exposure to Candidate Advertising

Number of. commercials viewed;

None One-Two Three-Four more

Liking for Ford 2.50 2.73 2.89 3.94

° (N=26)` ,(N=22) (N=37) (N35)
.

- I .

Liking for Reagan .1.67
. 1.76 2.13 3.00 ,q

(N=481; (N=37) (N=24) (N=11)

- 5,- L
.

),

Liking for Carter 2.07 3.25 - . 3.20 3.56
,- -.., . . .__ (N=28) ..(N=20)',. ,."(N=40) (N=32)

.
t. tikia....L AVERAGE - 1.99 2.41 r 2.83 . 3.65

';'" , s
,. Liking was measured alofig a five -step scale with this scoring; Like Very Much

---'(5), "Like l'retty..Much (4).,,Like A' Little (3) ; Not Sure.(2), and Don't Like (1).
Frequency of exposure was measured sdparately for each candidate!s commerciaLS;..o 4 thus, thd viewing N's vary by candidate.

, . .,,,r,."-0,-:,
.,

.-....
.

4,

.04
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